
306
THE ULTIMATE

OUTDOOR
COMPANION

WHY CHANGE 
GLOVES WITH 

THE WEATHER?

DRY, WET,
WARM, COLD...



BENEFITS: One multi-purpose solution regardless 
of the outdoor weather conditions, combined with 
potential effi ciencies in stock-holding and purchasing

 Aerated latex foam enhances breathability
 and reduces perspiration on the hand

 Impermeable coating repels liquid

 Latex coating offers high levels of
 grip and abrasion resistance

 Soft comfort and premium fi t thanks to
 Showa hand shape technology

 Excellent fl exibility thanks to the
 engineered coating technology

 Manufactured using an ergonomically
 designed hand mould to reduce hand fatigue

 Seamless for optimum comfort

Available sizes
• 7 - M   • 8 - L   • 9 - XL

Length
Depending on size, in mm (fl at)
240-270 

Packaging
Pairs per pack / box
10 / 120 

Colour of supported /coating
Black / blue

Recommended for these risks 
• Slip and grip
•  Mechanical and abrasion

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
•  Do not use in cases of heavy chemical 

exposure, electrical or thermal risk
• Store away from light and humidity
• Wash at 40°C max
•  Performance level as per EN388 not 

guaranteed after washing

INNOVATION MAKES SENSE WHEN IT ACTUALLY 
CONTRIBUTES SOMETHING USEFUL

Each time Showa develops a new concept, it improves wearer comfort and 
safety. This ability to anticipate needs and provide solutions that eventually 
become benchmarks is based on unrivalled technological expertise and is 
fully autonomous. This independence extends to developing our own hand 
formers, yarns, coatings, polymers and unique manufacturing process through 

inspection and packaging to give us 100% quality control at every level.

THE SHOWA BEST
PHILOSOPHY

“Our mission is to protect workers needing hand protection whilst 
enhancing their ability to perform a multitude of tasks, keeping safe hands 
during and after work, Showa glove provides performing and durable 
innovative solutions thanks to a corporate philosophy of investing in 
research and development to introduce the next generation of innovative 
hand protection improving user comfort, premium safety and satisfaction”.
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DURING DRY AND HOT TEMPERATURES, WEARING GLOVES CAN CAUSE HANDS TO SWEAT. 
IN COLD AND WET WEATHER, USERS WEAR FULLY COATED GLOVES TO KEEP HANDS 
CLEAN, DRY AND WARM. THIS CAN OFTEN MEAN SWAPPING BETWEEN GLOVES TO 
COINCIDE WITH THE CHANGEABLE WEATHER CONDITIONS.  

LINER: Nylon / Polyester

COATING / POLYMER: Full foam 
latex doubled with latex

FEATURES: Revolutionary 
engineered coating technology

•  Engineered full foam latex coating, 
extra grip coating on palm 

• Breathable coating technology
• Impermeable 
• Breathable 13 gauge liner 
• Anatomical hand shape design
• Seamless knit

Available sizes
• 7 - M   • 8 - L   • 9 - XL

Length
Depending on size, in mm (fl at)
240-270 

Packaging
Pairs per pack / box
10 / 120 

306 THE ULTIMATE
OUTDOOR COMPANION

As a result, users may need TWO different types of glove for carrying out the same task, resulting in a double purchase 
and / or the incorrect glove being worn for the season. To counteract this, Showa has designed the 306 – a breathable, 
water repellent, fully coated latex grip glove. 

The 306 is revolutionary as it is constructed using a premium combination of full foam aerated latex supplemented with a 
latex coating on the palm. When wearing the 306, users can expect fantastic grip, dexterity and breathability in dry or wet 
environments. 

By removing the need to change gloves when the weather changes, the 306 can also help boost productivity and contribute 
to effi ciency gains in stocking and purchasing procedures too.



More information:
www.globus.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 161 877 4747
Email: sales@globus.co.uk

ABOUT GLOBUS

World leader in protecting hands, Globus serves organisations with bespoke hand protection solutions built from a 
professional range of high performance protective gloves.

Globus is proud to offer bespoke solutions that deliver robust commercial benefi ts not just safety improvements. We have an 
enviable track record in helping to reduce hand accident rates whilst delivering improved comfort and productivity as well as 
waste and cost reductions.

Globus applies its expertise across a spectrum of industries, meeting and exceeding a diverse range of hand protection 
requirements; from the rigorous demands of the petrochemical and construction industries to the complexities of clean room 
and aerospace manufacturing.

Find out why leading companies rely on a solution from Globus to help implement a comprehensive hand protection policy. 
Contact us today.
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